La Marzocco Swift Grinders

La Marzocco Swift Grinders
Handcrafted in La Marzoccos tradition, the Swift grinder improves overall beverage quality and increases both
speed and consistency of delivery. Featuring dual hoppers and grinders and consistent dosing by volume, the
Swift also grinds, doses, and tamps automaticallyall at the touch of one button. These features increase the
amount of throughput that can be achieved while simultaneously reducing coffee waste and saving counter space.
In 2000, the Swift Grinder won the Best New Product Award at both the Specialty Coffee Association of America
and the Coffee Fest Seattle tradeshows. La Marzocco Swift grinders make it easier to maintain high standards of
espresso quality.

About the Swift Grinder:


One-step Dosing, Grinding, and Tamping. By engaging the portafilter and
pressing one button, the grinder measures, doses, and tamps a double
shot in about six seconds. This ensures consistency, cuts down on
waste, improves quality, and increases throughput.



One Step Adjustments. Adjusting the grind is possible with the turn of
a knob and allows for greater control as the barista can vary the pour
speed in response to fluctuations in conditions, including changes in
barometric pressure.



Dual Hoppers and Grinders. Featuring two separate grinder heads in a
single machine allows the barista to choose between different roasts,
or between decaf and regular, without switching grinders.



State-of-the-art Ceramic Burrs. Instead of the typical steel grinder
burrs, ceramic burrs are used and outlast their steel counterparts three
to one.



Comprehensive Owners Manual. Each customer receives an illustrated
manual that provides all machine details. This allows end users to fully
understand and optimally utilize their Swift.



Standard or Customized Colors. The grinders are available in Red or
Black, or customers can opt for a custom color to match their other
equipment and décor.



NSF, UL Approvals. Saving you time during the inspection process, all
necessary documentation and certifications required to operate the
machine is provided up front.

Supporting your La Marzocco Grinder
ESI offers our comprehensive support program that covers all aspects of machine maintenance, from
troubleshooting specific performance problems to rapid parts order and delivery. We provide the expertise and
knowledge to ensure that every espresso machine and grinder we sell operates successfully and consistently
producing better-tasting coffee, increasing productivity, and boosting beverage sales.

La Marzocco Swift Grinder Specifications

Swift Espresso Grinder
Height

25

Width

14

Depth

14

Shipping Weight

75 lbs

Electric Voltage

110 vac

Amperage

15 a

Hopper Capacities

4 lbs each

La Marzocco grinders are UL approved to electrical safety standards.
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